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A Solution of the System of Nonlinear Algebraic
Balance Squations of Gas-Mixture by *Univao-600

Digital Computing Waohine(*

- Yugoslavia

jollowing is the translation of an article by
N. Paesmnovico and J. Petrie in Vaeiona No 4, 1960,
Bolgradeo pp 120-123.7

umary of the Whole Article

solution of the problem if finding the balance of a gaseous
mixture is rather frequently encountered both by chemical engineers
and chemists dealing with rocket propellant research. This problem
is defined by a nonlinear system of algebraic equations the oamputa-
tion of which Is a lengthy and tiresome mmorioal job. The nmerical
solution of such a problem by desk computing machine requires several
days of workfor each separate solution and is, of course, subject
to human errors made by the calculator himself. It, therefore,
became apparent that the use of digital computing machine was
indispensable. So fp f ,this problem has been tackled by hioh memory
capacity computing machines, but since many of the engineers dealing
with it cannot have such machines made readily available, the author
believes that they should be given a method of solving the problem
by employing the optima efficiency of loweoapacity digital computing,
machines. A complete solution is given here for all components of
the solution, this being the most complicated part of the problem.
No nuaerioal difficulties should be experienced by using the
calculated compenents for plotting the (i, s) T-diagrams.

(Concluding Part) *

Th. cards were organised in such a way that it was not
necessary to transfer information from one card to the other, nor
was it necessaryto order the cards. This means that once 'the.cards.
are ready and the machine starts eomputiqg, the process continues
until the whole work is finishodo Three to four corrections were
int vaam , however, constructed •n
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such a way that it permitted an arbitrary number of corrections, If
one performs le corrections to achieve one solutionm, one has to take
k * 1 cards. Note tat only the first card should carry(O/90) and
the assumed values zuand 4.

The problem of equilibrium in the gaseous mixture in of such
a nature that one has to find components of the composition of a
similar group of problems where ai's are fixed constants while Kt's
are variable parameters. Let us take n to represent the number of
similar problems and k to denote the number of corrections leading
to the solution of each problem, then the total number of cards used
for the solution of the similar group is n x (k + 1). Only the first,
card among those used has punched the assumed xA value. Since in
one similar group there exist n similar problems whose cards are
ordered following decreasing or increasing vtlues of Ki, it seems
convenient to use the corrected. value for xg from the previous
problem as the assumed value for the next problem of the same group.
This means that the computed value for Xi, i.e. x, obtained in the
first correction serves as tpe assumed value for the ne't correction.

Assuming the value xW instead of x, one introduoes one of the
big simplifications into the solution of this problem. In this way,
the solution is obtained much faster, the set'nrup of the program
is much simpler, and the use of the memory is much more economical.
One can conclude from the large number of problems solved using the
UNIVAC-60 that each solution requires one minute of time.

Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram for program I. One should*
mention that during the calculation of the first correction of xi
one does not erase the storages 82 and 8 which permits, as mentioned
earlier, that the computed value for xi ;rom the previous problem
can be used as the assumed value for the next problem belonging to
the same similar group of problems. When computing the second,
third, eto.,correction one should erase the storages 32 and 83.

The program selector P81 permits a selection of data in
program stepi 3-15 and together with P82 and P84 makes the iterative
process of xx correction possible while the PS3 determines if one
has to increase or decrease the x~values during the correction* On
Fig. 2 are indicated the connections between various selectors used
in program I.
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glenmets and storages used for program I contain the follo J.gJ
values.

N, I X "I assumed

1 0 IN, IJ K,

[N uuI. "T 'L IN ,,KK .. i .e. a

IN,,I'=" *
[N ] _,/ - , ( 1)I

N, -- i•.e4.), F1=10 IS, I=- Z

IN&I =so.a,I

INI 3 K1-' X calculated

IN71 K1+--" . i.ea., 1()-3 IS, I -0-,.X ficalculated

INJ)="a ISJl Y

Values taken off the cards are

K,. K,. K1, (2)

while the values from the program plates are

a,; a 3 ; a4 : a; o; 0.001 and 0.001 (5)

The flow diagram for program II is presented in Fig. 3.
The first step in this program should allow the switching of
selector 2 if there is (0/90). If this step is missing, it could
happen that the selectors do not change to the 'selector' position
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and the program could proceed in the wrong way. The result of the
13th program step operation is always negative and is utilized for
punching the (1/90). The program will be executed beyond this step

3I NS :
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only if the value for d obtained satýsfiep the required accuracy.
Otherwise, the machine compute (A /p)t and the card is sorted out.
For the following cards, from the group of cards for a single
solution, the program passes or does not pass through the 20th
program step depending on the fact was the (1/90) punched on the
previous oard,i.e., does the solution satisfy the required accuracy
or not. If the previous solution reqaires further correction, the
following card is punched with (A/ps calo.' A ,Iac.P and (090)

since the result of the arithmetic operation in the 20th program
stop is always negative. The connection with SL. HOLD is broker.
when P83 enters the operation. Pig. 4 shows the connection of the
selector Ita and 4 which are used to maintain selectors lib and Ila
on the selector side after the TRIP command.

Fig. 4.

Element* and storages used in program II contain the
following Values
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(N, -- Ks (i.e.) 1 IN,I -

(N21• Y iN~el-' K,

INI w •3
_. INj,,- " 2

IN,[-- X2 calculated[, *1) IN,,I == P

[N61 =. ('-- (4)

IN.) • K, ( .0.0 Iop--,l=0.O04
Ia[] (N)8
INI =O- a, ojee.. a

This Drorram uses elements x-, y, KI, K7 , Kc' J tab.' and (1/p)'

from the card, and al, a6, a4, a, p, 2, 1, and 0.004 from the
program plates.

Fig. 5 indicates the connections between individual

selectors used in the program I1.
The flow diagram for program Il is shown on Fig. 6. This

program is utilized after the solutions are found for x, y, and z

from all problems. These solutions are punched on cards with the

(1/90) label and after each such card one should insert two empty

cards vhich will be punched with the xi (i - I, 2,...., 10)

solutions. During the first passage will be calculated and punched

the values for xP, x4, x5, x6, and x8, while the second passage

will yield xl, x2, x7, x9, xjO. The program for finding these ten

components is constructed after Equations (17-26). Elements and

storages used contain the following values:
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Njsl ý-"- 2

INI-J 2K, [Nis) 2
IN3I -" Y IN18) •- a,
[N,-- Z IS, X8. X
INJi•"' KI. ý,Sj X6. i.,X,,,(o

IN?) Ks IS41 X's, l X..

INJI X 1 S]•X. ~.•X

(NeJ-i K, IN -'" xv i.,.o x,

pc Sri
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S•---• Dom"-- @a• =V'j I W

1,~ ~ ~ |N 6 _C@isCQOXAJ=-C'

N~ ~ ~ ~~S >Cho oard8 Xla' mtllltovlo of =*yFAZ1 .•!
-- >N] CH t#

Vim the ear"a *e utilized the values of ho, yt 2,9 11. 24#
17, I9, X10, and (d/p) while the plates supplied , a and 2.

Fig. 7 lndieetes the e oomteotn between Individual soleto,

used in the progriu I.
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Fig. 7.

VI - Conclusion

This article presents the possibility of solving th. problem
of equilibrium i•n a gaseous mixture using digital computers with
s~ull capacities of nmarie.. The working equations are given in a
convenient form which allows a substantial saving of program steps
independently from the type of digita comp~uter used for the solution
of this problem. The assumption of xt• instead of x was of great
help during the solution of working equation. After finding all the
components of the composition of the gaseous mixture one can consider
as solved the bulk of th. nmeorical calculation required for the
practical application of this problem. Further numerical work does
not present any difficulty.
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